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1. INTR~DUCT~~~V 
Let C,, denote the Banach space of all 2r-periodic continuous functions 
on the real line with the supremum norm II . Jo . Let {L,} be a sequence of 
bounded linear operators of C,, into itself. Suppose that there exists a se- 
quence {&} of positive numbers converging to zero such that every f in C,, 
for which (1 L,(f) -fij = ~(4~) is a constant function, and there exists a 
nonconstant function f0 in C,, such that 11 L,(f,) - f0 11 = U(+,). Then the 
sequence {L,} is said to be saturated with the order { I#+J and the class Y(L:,), 
consisting of all fin C,, for which jj L,(f) - fi’ = 0(&J, is called the satura- 
tion class. 
The problems of saturation have been investigated by several authors; an 
excellent source for references and a systematic treatment of theorems of 
saturation can be found in Butzer and Nessel [2] and DeVore [5]. Saturation 
theory in an arbitrary Banach space setting is treated by Butzer, Nessel, and 
Trebels [3,4]. 
Here we are concerned with trigonometric polynomial operators which can 
be defined as follows. Let (h(n; I?)),,~>~ b e a lower triangular matrix, that is, 
an infinite real matrix satisfying h(n; k) = 0 whenever k > n. Let f~ C,, , 
let its Fourier series be 
s[f] = &I, + f (a, cos kx + bl, sin kx) = 2 A&) 
7c=1 k=O 
(1) 
and define 
Tn(fW = f +G 4 A,(x), 
I;=0 
where X(n; 0) = 1. 
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Let ~,(f)(x) denote the nth partial sum of the conjugate series of (1) 
Slf] = f (6, cos kx - uk sin kx). 
Then we have 
where 
a&) 
We say that 
zzz 
I-” 
f(x) == (1/2n) Jo {f(x + t) -f(x - t)} cot(r/2) dt (3) 
(l/%-) J” U(x + t) - J(+x - r)I R&r) & 
0 
(cos(t/2) - cos(2n + l)(t/2))/2 sin(t/2). 
is the conjugate function off, if the integral on the right-hand side of (3) 
converges absolutely for all x and if 
s ov I f(x + t) - f(x - t)l cot(t/2) dt 
is an integrable function. 
The purpose of this paper is to establish a saturation theorem for the 
sequence {T,} of operators on C,,, defined by (2); applications are made to 
Norlund, (= Voronoi) means whose saturation problem is dealt with by 
Buchwalter [l], Goel, et al. [6], Tureckii [7, 81, and Zuk [9]. 
2. A SATURATION THEOREM 
We have the following saturation theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there exists a sequence {#a} qf positive real 
numbers converging to zero, which satisfies 
2~ (1 - h(n; k))/&, = k (k == 1, 2, 3,...) (4) 
and 
(5) 
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where A(n; k) = h(n; k) - 2h(n; k + 1) -+ h(n; k +- 2). Then {T,) is saturated 
with the order (&J and Y(TJ = {f~ Csir;j~ Lip 1). 
Proof. The proof requires only to show that under assumption (5), 
f”E Lip 1 implies 11 T&J -fli = Co(&). 
Set 
G,(t) = ‘f A@; k) j: (sin@ + 1) u)/u” du (0 < t < Tr). 
k=O 
Then we have 
s 
71 
0 
Indeed, since 
s 
(k+l)n 
(k+l)t (sin x)/x” dx = O(log(l/(k + 1) t)) ((k + 1) t -c 1) 
= Co(l/(k + 1)2 t”) w + 1) t 3 l), 
we have 
G,(t) = L$o 4n; W(k + 1) Lr+I:” (sin --4/x” dx 
= 1 
(k+l)t<l 
A(n; k)(k + 1) Lr+T:” (sin x)/x2 dx 
+ ,,+$,,, 4~ k)(k + 1) (:+::I” (sin x)/x2 dx, 
, 
and so 
I G,(t)1 = Q [ 1 I 4~ k>l (k + 1) log(ll(k + 1) t) 
(k+l)t<l 
+ ck+;t>, l4n; W (k + l)l(k + 1j2 t2]. 
, 
Thus we have 
j” I G,(t)l dt = Q [f” 1 c l4n; 41 (k + 1) hdll(k + 1) t) 
0 0 (k+l)t<l 
69 
+ C 141; k)ll(k + 1) t2 dt 
(k+l)t>l I 1 
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== U [f: I A(n; k)I /~l”b+l’ (k + 1) log(l/(k + 1) t) dt 
k=O 0 
+ i:(k+l) 
l/(k + 1) t2 dt II 
= 0 k$o I4~; k)l (1 + (k + 1 - l/r)/(k -t I)} 
1 
Now we have 
%s",(f))(X) = - i A@; k) AK(X) 
k=l 
n 
= z. @(n; 4 - %; k + I>> fk(.f)(x) 
= z. @(n; k) - A@; k+ WWW 
x 
s 
ov {f(x + t) - f(x - t)} cot(t/2) dt 
- 2 {A@; k) - h(n; k + 1)}(1/277) 
k=O 
x I oT {f(x + t) - f(x - t)} cos(2k + l)(t/2)/sin(t/2) dt 
= (-f(x) + a,/21 - k {Xc k) - &n; k + 1))(1/2n-) 
k=O 
x 
I 
oT {f(x + t) - f(i(x - t)) cos(2k + l)(t/2)/sin(t/2) dt. 
Thus we have 
~&f)(x) -f(x) = (l/24 j-” {f(x + 0 - f(x - tN ‘J’n(t> dc 
0 
where 
Yn(t) = (l/sin(@)) f (X(n; k) - @: k + 1)) cos(2k + l)(t/2). 
k=O 
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Y,(t) = (l/2 sin4(f/2)) 2 A(/?; k) sin(k $- 1) I 
t -0 
== (2/t’ + F( 1)) 1 A(/?; A-) sin(/i f 1) f 
I<=0 
= (2/P) 2 A(n; k) sin(k + 1) t + E(+.) 
k =o 
and jE Lip I, we obtain 
T,(f)(x) - f(x) = (l/?T) Jeff {J(x A t) - f(x - t)} 
x f ll(n; k) sin(ktT ‘) f dt + ~(&A 
I;=0 
= -(l/r) 1” (g(x + t) + R(X - t)l G,(t) dt + ~(#J,). 
0 
where g is a bounded integrable function with period 277. 
Therefore, by (6), we have 
which yields 
Because of assumption (4) the rest of the conclusion of the theorem 
follows from [2, Theorems 12. I .3 and 12.1.41. Thus the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. Jf (4) and (5) in Theorem 1 are satisJied for q& = / 1 - 
X(n; 1)’ ) then {T,J is saturated with the order (1 I - X(n; I)!> and Y(T,) = 
(.f~ C,, :j~ Lip 1). 
Remnrk. Condition (5) should be compared with the condition 
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where 
= 1 - Xn; k) 
k 
_ 2(1 - A@; k + 1)) + 1 - h(n; k + 2) 
kfl k +, 2 
1 - h(n; k +- 2) I - X(n;k) 
kf2 
---, k 
which is the usual condition in saturation theory based on quasi-convexity 
(cf. [2, (12.2.4) and Corollary 6.3.9, 41). 
3. APPLICATION TO N~RLUND OPERATORS 
Let {Pn}la>l be a sequence of real numbers such that 
The Norlund operator N, in C,, is defined by 
Ndf)W = (l/Pn> i Pn-w&c(x), 
k=O 
where PO = 0, which can be obtained by taking the numbers X(n; k) = 
P&P, in (2). Note that if 
lim P&P, = 1 n-tm (k = 1, 2, 3 ).., ), 
and if 
where p. = 0, then lim,,, /I Nn(f) -fli = 0 for every f in C,, . 
As an immediate consequence of the corollary, we have the following 
saturation theorem of the sequence (N,} of Norlund operators, which should 
be compared with the result in [6]. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that pn # 0 (n = 1, 2, 3,...), lim,,, p,/P, = 0, 
k-l 
lim sign(P,) C pnJ pn i = k n+= (k = 1, 2, 3,...) (7) 
i=O 
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and 
Then {Nn} is saturated with the order {I p,/P, I} and Y(N,) = {YE C,, ; 
flE Lip 11. 
Proof. Take h(n; k) = P,-,IP, . Then it can be seen that 
k-l 
and 
1 - 4n; 4 = (l/Pn) c Pn-i 
i=O 
4; k) = (in--K - A-df’, . 
Thus we have 
k-l 
(1 - 4~ W/l 1 - 4~; 111 = s&Q,) 1 P,& pn I, 
i=O 
and so the desired result follows from the Corollary. 
Remark. Observe that (7) is equivalent o 
$i skn(P,) P,-J pn I = 1 (i = 0, 1, 2,...) 
and that, if Pntl > plz > 0 (n = 1, 2, 3,...), then (8) is automatically satisfied. 
Finally, we mention some examples of ;\(n; k) (= P,-,/P,J and & (= 
I pJP, I), respectively. 
(i) h(n; k) = (n - k)/n, +?I = l/n 
for pn = 1 (in this case, the operator N, coincides with the nth Cesaro mean 
operator (of order 1)). 
(ii) h(n; k) = (n - ~~~~1~ + ‘) , & =2 
n+1 
for pn = n. 
(iii) h(n; k) = (’ - k)(n - k + I)(’ - k + 2) , 
n(n + l)(n + 2) 
c/j* =-A.- 
nf2 
for pn = n(n + 1). 
(iv) X(n; k) = (n - k)(n - k + l){W - k) + 11 
n(n + 1)(2n + 1) ’ 
A = (n+le;2n+1) 
for pn = n2. 
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69 4n; 4 = 1 (n-k)(n-kk 1) 2 
i n(n+l) ’ $?a = (n : 1)2 
for pn = 2. 
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